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IN MEMORY OF BRUCE ROACH

Dr. L. Bruce Roach died peacefully at his home in Hackettstown on December 11, 1995, at the
age of 81. He was a Centenary emeritus professor of speech and drama who was a familiar and
beloved figure on the campus. He taught full-time at Centenary from 1964 until his retirement in
1979, when he became· an adjunct professor. He continued to teach speech courses at Centenary
until his death.
During his years as a full-time professor, Dr. Roach taught English and literature courses
addition to speech, and was for a long time the Chairman of the Humanities division. In a 1990
interview he commented, "Centenary has been a marvelous place in which to work."
A tall, impressive man, Dr. Roach was a gentleman of the old school, always gracious and
considerate. He remained interested in young people throughout his life, and thoroughly
enjoyed teaching. He was known for his good sense of humor and his wit, and he could often be
found at the center of a group of laughing students and faculty members.
Ms. S. Samson
Director of Public Relations

I am company on the day
your world comes to an end.
A hand to hold while waiting.
Your head held high,
eyes flashing with anger and indignity.
Courage personified.
However, your lips tremble
and the small, desperate sounds made
in the back of your throat
are audible.
Minutes drag, hope fades,
in these scared silent hours,
youth disappears;
shoulders hunch, brows become furrowed,
the resigned air around you
is stagnant with forsaken dreams and uncertainty.
Your eyes belie this.
They are wounded, dismal, panicked,
lost, regretful, alone ...young.
Your eyes are the same as they have been
since we were five years old.
Searching mine,
for the solution I have always
been able to hand over willingly,
without doubts.
Now, at the cruelest juncture! cannot remedy, I cannot assist.
The harsh clinical flourescent light
sheds truth.

Mary Wolverton

ALL I WANT IS EVERYTHING

All I want is everything
Your Mind, Body, and Soul
All I want is everything
To Possess, Love, and Own
Time Lingers, Days and Weeks pass
You're not with me-but within me
I own that
The gifts you have given me
will never be denied
The nurturing parts
Are buried deep inside
Love which is contained
and no one else can see
Is a very selfish love
This is you, This is me
Go back and live your life
be living, too
Think of me at day's end
Please know I'll pull through
This Love Affair isn't negative
I'm glad you're a part of my life
Someday I will be your only delight
All I want is everything
Your Mind, Body, and Soul
All I want is everything
To Possess, Love and Own
Time lingers
Days and weeks pass
You're not with me
But within me
I own that

Sue Pasternak

THE SUN AND THE MOON

LOST IN THE WOODED GLEN

The sun wakes up chasing the night away.
Putting the moon to sleep.
When the sun wakes up it is joyful,
glowing brightly , with dazzling rays
and a golden face.
It wakes up the world
With its light it paints the earth
Warning sailors when it is dangerous at sea.
When the sun gets tired,
it goes to bed beneath the horizon-with as much brilliance as it woke up with.
Time for the moon to wake up
and moon put the world to sleep,
to erase the earth,
leaving it gray.
Its glow is not as orunant as tne sun.
its glow is
Rising high the midnight sky.
After a long

Once I was walking in the forest
On a path with my friends
One by one they decided to travel a
different road.
Finally there was no one left,
but me.
I was confused and alone
I did not know what to do.
I tried to go back,
I could not
blocking my way
There was an invisible
so I went forward.
Then I came to the crossroads
There were so many paths
I didn't know which way to go.
to go back one more
mv friends
my way
got lost.
So I went forward to the cross roads
I go?
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Seen only through pictures,
Is this face with my name.
As I reach out for sanctuary,
All I feel is a texture of coldness embrace my soul.
Dwindling above the wreckage of lives he watches,
Perhaps anticipating the extinction of a love once felt.
Throughout time, this heart has blackened.
In time, this heart shall cry no more.

Carpenter

I wanted the roses to continue, and the love talks
I wanted the forever and to always be true.
Promises exchanged in the dark and bonds never to be broker
Mirror images, of our love dance this was me looking at you.
You stopped listening and I withdrew
You stopped missing me when I never knew.
The fights began and my heart broke
So sorry we were unable to make it until eternity
I still and always will love you my beloved misery.

Jayne

SOFTNESS OF CERTAINTY

Perfect planned out days
Stuck here in this house
This life ....
My soul is a contradiction
Soft pink, yellow, lavender ... Blue Baby
cradled in my arms
Deny my bondage
I can hold her ...
I can love her
With pastel smiles
Perfect planned out life.
It is not for me.

Lorraine Me Kiniry

I can not let you go
My redemption
My salvation prey
Had I anything to offer
I could justify this rape .....
Call it even.

Lorraine McKiniry

Be natural, honey,
You know-yourself.
Quiet, inside of myself
I am deafening
Can't you hear it?
Listen--listen harder.
Every now and then
it seeps from my pores
And you can taste it
Or touch my eyes.
They are made of glass
smoked from the inside.
Our senses can never meet.
They are of different tongues-As foreign to each other
As love to my heart.

Lorriane McKiniry

FOSSIL

Here I lie, sleeping silently throughout the eon,
Until, without warning, light intrudes.
Two people stand over me, chattering excitedly to each other.
They say I am special, I who have never known fame.
I am taken into a room and given a new hiding place.
But wait, the light reaches me here.
I would shy away if I could. All I wished was to sleep peacefully in the dark ground.
But now my hiding place is transparent, and I am constantly on display. Sleep will be a
long time in coming again.

Michael Musumeci

I saw a flower give birth to the first day of spring.
I remember that afternoon well.
That was the moment I fell head over heels in love.
The day was beautiful, the sun was shining so bright the world
looked fiery red.
The branches of the weeping willow were singing a love song.
The s~me one that was playing the day we met.
Sitting on Blueberry Island, a butterfly caught my attention.
I looked up from reading to watch this creature sway with the
wind across the sparkling water.
I began to daydream about the touch that would always make me
feel safe.
Then I heard a gentle whisper.
It was his voice telling me he would always love me.
At that moment I knew that this man would always be in my life
for as long as butterflies could glide through the springtime
breeze.

Jacqulyn Ciccia

MOON

The glowing ball that is the night's plaything,
Waits patiently to complete its bounce to the other horizon.
Night, quick child that it is, snatches up the stars as if they were jacks
and stuffs them in its pocket,
just before the ball completes its arc across the sky.
As Night gets up to leave with its toys, it decides that it
will have to play this game again soon.

Michael Musumeci

GOD'S UNWANTED NOBLE GIFTS

Why do those that have it don't want it?
Those that want it don't have it?
We want it cold when it is hot.
And hot when it's cold.
If it were to be day,
we wish it to be night.
When time flies we want it to crawl.
If God blessed a couple with a lovely girl,
both will desire an attractive boy.
Scientists would like to be more creative.
Poets aspire to be logical.
The gifts we have we do not want
while envying the gifts others have.
Never joyful in our works.
Always jealous of others.
Why are we never satisfied?
Perhaps we just like to complain.
Maybe it is in our nature.
People have to look on the bright side.
They should not dwell on the negative.
The gifts we each have are too wonderful for words.
Our nature is to lust after other's capability.
This should not be so.
It creates prejudice.
We must use our gifts properly.
We must be grateful for what we have.
Instead of envying,
we should be thankful
for the abilities God graced us with.
And use them to live in harmony
and make the world a better place.
Harmony is one of God's greatest gifts.

Wayne Farbanish

When the time has come upon us
in my heart, you will not know
Good-byes will be unspoken
and I'll spread my wings to go.
When the time is finally here
the pain you will not feel;
Our parting will be sorrowful
and my sadness is real.
The time is now my friend
for my heart to say good-bye.
Our laughter may have stopped
but the memories will not die.

Janetann Hoffmann

Tapping- the rain hits the concrete and steam
rises
up to my face. The smells of summer, so familiar to me,
are all around.
Watching, waiting for something foreign to intrude on
my familiarity.
I turn my back on him. Trust is hard
thing to do when your heart has been shattered so many times.
A tear flows from my eye and. I taste the salt in
my mouth. Hoping for a difference this time, I take
his hand and feel
his love.
I look into his eyes and see tears, like the tapping rain.
Warmth fills my cold heart and the ice begins to melt.
My guard is falling, disappearing on the warm concrete
forever ...

Anonymous

DYING IN CIRCLES

The shad are dying. Swimming in circles, half submerged, erringly breaking the surface
with their soft white bellies, their blank faces unchanged from their journey up river. Just days
before, they came, swollen with roe and purpose, driven initially by some genetic direction and
now abandoned to death by that same anonymous impulse.
It is their calm acceptance of death that impresses me. The completion of the cycle. I
watch as they struggle for control, ultimately overcome by some strange paralysis, an irresistible
urge perhaps, to sleep.
On the banks of this river the cycle is completed as millions of dependent creatures find
life in the death of the shad. Tadpoles feeding on the edges of rotting shad flesh. Flies and
maggots, minnows and snails, all staking their claim.
The river is thick with shad, dying in circles. Along the bank of the river the air is heavy
with the perfume of death. It doesn't bother me.
They swim together, five or six in a group, making circles, some swimming on their side.
Close to the bank are the weakest ones. Separated from the group, they splash and jerk as if in a
fitful sleep. Having nightmares after all? The hungry await their final stirrings.
I take my shoes and head for the little rise beyond the river's edge, wondering if I'll be
able to resist the urge to sleep, knowing that I too, must complete the cycle.
I'm not there long when a small family of raccoons shuffle through the woods and down
to the river, a feast in store for them. They have been coming to this river for thousands, maybe
millions of years, nourished by the dead and dying shad.
And I wonder who will feast on me. Perhaps a tiny oak will find its life in the castings of
the worms that will bring me home. Perhaps that young seedling will be home to the
descendants of these happy coons; tall and mighty, a future ancient wonder. Perhap~ some
particulate matter--matter of me, matter of you--shall reside high above the forest floor, or safely
encased between the rings. Perhaps some tiny speck of us shall course through the iridescent
veins that bring the mysterious green life to be.
The shad are dying. Dying in circles. We're all dying in circles.
I make my way back to the cabin. It's been a cold, wet spring and the dampness has done
a good job of getting into my bones. Most of the wood I had cut for the winter is gone now and
what remains does not burn well. Like my dwindling pile of wood, I too have been used up this
winter.
I have lived here alone for the past twenty-two years and I am quite certain that I am
going to die here now, alone. My daughter, in Philadelphia, is crazy with this idea. She says it's
making her old before her time. I know what she would prefer and it makes me sick to think of
it.
I sent her a letter yesterday. I told her: "I'll stay here until my visit is complete, until I
am no longer welcome. ·I have not been a rude guest and I recognize, in these woods, the warmth
of a generous host. But I know that soon it will be time to leave.. "
She's going to have a heart attack when she reads that. I'm hoping that I'll be gone by
then and she can get on with her life. That's the way it should be. She'll miss me as surely as I
miss her mother, whose eyes and nose and mouth and chin she carries for me to remember. I

can't say if I'll miss them later. I miss them now, while I can.
My cabin sits just below the edge of a ridge that is part of the Appalachian mountains.
There are hemlocks, maple and birch trees here. The spring woods are filled with the songs of
thrushes and finches, coarsely contrasted with the squawks of jays and crows.
In the morning when I sit on the porch with my coffee I often hear the tapping of a wood
peeker that lives close by .(I know he lives close by because I followed him home one day to a
rotting black oak tree on the ridge above the cabin). I tap my coffee mug in response to his beat
though I learned long ago that he is indifferent to me. Our collaboration is much deeper and
richer than mere taps. Though we share a rhythm, it is too subtle, too quiet for me to recognize.
I think he knew this all along; I'm just learning it.
I make a lunch of barley soup and sourdough bread. The wood stove warms the cabin
and the combination of heat and the smell of fresh bread baking seems to take away the pain in
my joints. It momentarily dispels the fog in my heart.
My cabin has no electricity and everything must be done by hand. The water must be
fetched from a spring, bucket by bucket. Preparing meals is hard work and takes a long. time.
The wood stove needs a cleaning, the flue is getting dirty, and I don't feel up to the task. Maybe
tomorrow I will feel like making the climb. I used to love to climb to the roof and sit there,
surveying the kingdom, always surprised at how the view can be so different just 14 feet up. I
used to have a very clean flue.
After lunch, I sit on the steps with my hatchet and cut kindling from an old dry log of
maple. I hold it vertically by the steel wedge that I hammered into the top. I tum it slowly,
making my cut, fast and sure. The thin white stripes fall around mv feet and the smell of fresh
~
cut wood fills my nostrils.
afternoon shadows are
The
sky.
The air is clear today and sun has moved to the western
still weak but I can sense the change that spring is about to impose on us. I think that maybe I
should not have sent that letter.
I gather up the kindling and go inside. I drop the pieces in a box near the stove and lie
down to rest. Maybe I should have sent a poem i~stead. I close my eyes and the lines appear
my head and so I take a pencil and some paper from the night table and write them down. I leave
the poem, folded in half, under my glasses on the chair next to my bed.
Dear Juliet
I drink the wild water
and visit for a lifetime.
A small circle in the restless kingdom.
With Love,
Your Father

Bill McLaughlin

light comes in early evening
drifting softly through the shades
it filters onto my paper
and stretches all the way across the room
on the floor, in leaf-shaped patches,
it stops and allows a breath of darkness-square and odd
it illuminates the dust
on my window sill
so brilliantly-gems dance off in the breeze
and float to the floor
light drifts in
and crescents of shadows
up and march beside the shades

Sara Bauer

as voices hush and daylight fades
the world leaves us too slowly abruptly then, we close the shades
we, on our cloud, so cooly drifting
enjoy a quiet company with pleasure bask in dew of evening
deliberately, time moves toward night
when the darkness, pure and surely
folds over with its musky might
and on our cloud, suspended there
a spark illuminates so clearly
our burning passion in the air
hotly now, you lie beside me, gently
breathe, and caress my dampened hair

Sara Bauer

IT'S NOT FOR YOU TO JUDGE THE CRIME
It's not for you to judge the crime.
Corrupt leaders, in their position they stay.
Is anybody doing their sentenced time?
The homeless, the begging, has no one a dime?
Immigrant embargoes, they are sent on their way.
It's not for you to judge the crime.
How sad, Nixon died, he will be remembered in time.
Clinton's Whitewater has not yet had it's day.
Is anybody doing their sentenced time?
AIDS is a culprit, in short time the body lies in pine.
Hijackers and muggers they seem to get their way.
It's not for you to judge the crime.
Taxes and faxes, and the crack of the digit 129.
South Africa dying to vote on this very warm day.
Is anybody doing their sentenced time?
Day in and day out bombarded audio crime.
Inmates accused in guard-bribe try.
Is anybody doing their sentenced time?

M.F. Cunningham

TEARS OF LONELI NESS

Tears Of Loneliness
Rolling Down My Face Like The Constant Drop Of The Rain
As I Sit And Wonder Of Your Heart's Desire.
It Hurts Not To Have You By My Side
To Love And To Hold,
To Kiss And Caress,
Instead It Is :Being Done By Someone Else.
I Want To Be By Your Side,
But The Position Is Occupied.
I Thought We Could Find Real Love In Each Other,
But Obviously The Thought Was Wasted.
If You Didn't Want My Love
You Should Have Told Me So From Day One_.
You Shouldn't Have Used Me To Satisfy Your Need
And Dropped Me Like A Dirty Rag
When Another Came Your Way.
I Know You'll Turn Your Head My Way
But Even Though I Deeply Care For And Want You
For You To Wipe Your Feet On Anymore.
Finally, There Will Be tears Of Loneliness
Rolling Down Your Face.

Rhonda Patterso n

QUIET JUSTICE

She sat watching, as they came.
She sat peering, as they performed their justice.
Motionlessly, she fought back.
Silently, she argued.
No one heard the screams escaping from her eye
Perhaps no one cared.
Maybe next time help would come,
Maybe next time she would render her justice,
Maybe next time she'd speak out.

Jacquelyn Kahnert

SILENT DROPS

Silently drops fall
Rippling the puddle
Covering the floor
Glossy surfaces
Dreary dreams
Endless questions
Rise and float
Away unsolved
Mystery remains
As silent drops fall

Jacquelyn Kahnert

TRUST

My life is like the river,
the river of life.
Its constant flowing,
keeps me on the edge.
I wish I could see its next bend.
I pray its not the dreaded rapids I
hear for my future.
Am I the river's life,
or is the river mine?
At times I'm in the rapids
and others I'm in the calm flow.
It carries me swiftly to my destination.
Even though you see my many colors on the outside,
My real and true colors are mine,
Not to be seen or shown to anyone or thing.
I've only got myself to survive,
And I only need myself.
At times I think it would be nice,
if I could find the rock or
branch to grab hold to,
To make it stop or maybe even slow down
for a minute in time.
To let it relax and then you could
see the inside colors.
If only for a second I could reveal my
many colors,
I yearn for that security.
By some luck, fate, or higher power
I pray that one day my river will become
stagnant and I can
finally be free.

Dawn Marie O'Donnell

